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City Administrator Report to Mayor & City Council
March 4, 2016, Edition No. 213
WEEKLY UPDATE:
• Symphony: WVIK will rebroadcast the Chinese concert on Sunday, March 13 at 7
PM on WVIK, 90.3 FM
• WPCP: per Jon Koch - I have attached a good study from DOE explaining some of
the costs for CNG stations. It looks like if we have better than average pressures
(which I am exploring now) we could do multiple buses and/or garbage trucks at
the "starter station" level for $35,000-$50,000. We will have a better sense of
what we can do once we get into the feasibility study that has just been approved
but this gives us a good sense of what costs we can expect.
• ATE: Attached is some additional information on ATEs provided by the Police
Department as well as a recent article on the long-term safety benefits of ATEs
given the current legislation. Per Asst. Chief Sargent, attached is the ATE section
from our annual report as well as the approach data that will be part of our annual
IDOT report that is due May 1. As we mentioned at the budget meeting and is
noted in the annual report, after the IDOT issued their demand that we take down
the Hwy 61/University approach there was a dramatic increase in violations across
the board. That was also seen by Sioux City when they did the same thing for a
week or so. We plan to return to Council in April or May with with a review of
ATEs and mobile enforcement.
• Recycle the Dress: A quick summary of the event provided by Laura Liegois - This
past Friday and Saturday, approximately 70 dresses found new homes for prom
this year. We had 180 long formal gowns ready for young ladies going to prom to
view and choose from. Along with the dresses, shoes, and other donations, we
had donations from the following businesses and sponsors: Creation By Oz,
Benjamin Fix - Salon Incognito, The Flower Gallery, Salvatore's, Bark Chiropractic,
and Bill and Suzanne Liegois.
• Park & Rec: A few updates from the Parks & Rec staff…
• Golf Course Season Passes now available (press release attached)
• Kent Stein Scheduling (press release attached)
• A Job Fair for seasonal employment will be held March 19th at the Muscatine
Municipal Golf Course
• Kent Stein & Soccer Complex will open for the season on March 28th
• Taking Shelter/Pearl City Station/Riverview Center rentals daily (press release
attached)
• Adopt-A-Park (flyer attached)
• Cemetery Clean Up (press release attached)
• CVB: A few items from the CVB…
• The February director's report is attached.
• Met with Andrew MacLellan about the Merrill Hotel and Conference Center. We
are working get the hotel's information (rooms, conferences, amenities, etc.)
and link to their resources as well.
• A hospitality meeting is set for 2-3 p.m. on Wednesday, March 23rd. A couple
"I remember Muscatine for its sunsets. I have never seen any
on either side of the ocean that equaled them" — Mark Twain

of the hoteliers will be presenting at that meeting with the hope of creating a
hotel association.
• Second Saturday is looking great! We'll be holding the first event in June,
rather than May, allowing us some extra time to make our first event fantastic.
• 4th of July raffle tickets are on sale: Get them at the Chamber, Eichelberger's
Law Firm, We Can Frame That, the United Way, Mississippi Brew, and both HyVee locations.
• Girls Getaway is also coming along! Registration should be open.
• About the Soapbox Derby grant: Additional information is attached.
ADDITIONAL ITEMS: P25 UPDATE
As of today the project stands thusly:
MUSCOM tentatively planning to move 14 March to new center.
Security System installed and being run through final checks and configurations
Mundane aspects of moving being done, cleaning, throwing things out, compiling
what needs to go, what doesn't.
Legacy Analog systems are tied into new system
Temporary patches made with old Trbo system
Fire station and paging system transferred and operational
2 console positions moved from upstairs to new center.
CATV, MPW circuits ran to new center
End-user programming continues
Radio training and console training begins next week
Additional work needing to be done is:
Install locks and push bars to meet fire code and NCIC rules.
Install tinting on glass in MUSCOM to meet Iowa NCIC rules
Upgrade logging recorder to be compatible with new 800 trunking system
Illinois towers: Work still not complete due to issues with APCO R13 representative
not issuing new licenses. This is being pressed aggressively by Motorola,
StarCom21, myself and Iowa representatives. I am being told that it will be done
next Monday. This one piece is holding us from going onto the new system.

Conesville Tower: The tower owner, Crown Castle, has not yet issued a Notice to
Proceed letter to Motorola. This is very distressing as they pressed hard for our
acceptance of the lease and now are not issuing the notice. Equipment is still in
staging.
That's all I can think of at the moment. I am wildly frustrated with the Illinois and
Conesville issues and am working tirelessly to resolve these issues.
As always ask questions and stop by..
Thanks for your support!
Matthew Shook, CO
Muscatine County Emergency Management and Joint Emergency Communications
Center
Homeland Security Representative
312 East 5th Street Public Safety Building
Muscatine, Iowa 52761
Office: 563.264.6003 ***Please note the change in phone number***
Cell/Text: 563.299.8026
mshook@muscatineiowa.gov

Estimated CNG Station Costs
The tables below provide estimated cost ranges for CNG stations of various daily fuel demands.
These estimates include the costs of engineering, equipment, and installation at a site with the
specified assumptions. The estimates do not include costs associated with unusually complicated
installations, difficult permitting issues, compressor redundancy, or similar factors that could
increase the total project cost.
Unless otherwise noted, the estimates for fast-fill stations assume a vehicle fueling window in
which 70% of the fuel is dispensed during two hours in the morning and two hours in the
afternoon. For time-fill stations, the compressor is assumed to run for 10 hours per day. Fast-fill
cost estimates for the small, medium, and large stations include a priority panel and credit card
reader. All scenarios include a gas dryer.
It is important to note that the cost of a CNG station may vary substantially from the estimates
listed here. Contact a CNG equipment supplier or engineer who specializes in CNG station
design to determine the appropriate design and cost for a specific application.
Basic Time-Fill (5–10 gge*/day)
Type
Time-Fill

Cost Range
$5,500–
$6,500

Example Applications
One personal vehicle fueling up to 5
gge/night inside a residential garage

Assumptions
• One 1-scfm compressor (0.48 gge/hr)
• ¼-2 psi inlet gas pressure

Time-Fill

$9,000–
$10,000

Private fleet station serving two
sedans/pickups fueling 5 gge/night
outdoors**

• One 2-scfm (1 gge/hr) compressor
• ¼-2 psi inlet gas pressure
• One dual-hose post

*1 gge (gasoline gallon equivalent) = 126 scf (standard cubic feet)
**A time-fill station can accommodate more vehicles than hoses if the vehicles do not fuel every day.

Starter Station (20–40 gge*/day)
Type
Fast-Fill

Cost Range
$45,000–
$75,000

Example Applications
Private fleet station serving up to four
sedans/pickups fueling 10 gge/day

Time-Fill

$35,000–
$50,000

Private fleet station serving
• Two utility service trucks fueling 20
gge/night or
• Four delivery vehicles fueling 10
gge/night**

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assumptions
One 8-scfm (4 gge/hr) compressor
2–5 psi inlet gas pressure
3,780 scf storage (30 gge)
One single-hose dispenser
One 8-scfm (4 gge/hr) compressor
2–5 psi inlet gas pressure
Two dual-hose posts

*1 gge (gasoline gallon equivalent) = 126 scf (standard cubic feet)
**A time-fill station can accommodate more vehicles than hoses if the vehicles do not fuel every day.
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Small Station (100–200 gge*/day)
Type
Fast-Fill

Time-Fill

Cost Range
$400,000–
$600,000

$250,000–
$500,000

Example Applications
Private fleet station serving:
• 15–25 pickups/delivery vans fueling 7
gge/day or
• 9–16 taxis/work trucks fueling 12
gge/day

Private fleet station serving:
• 10–20 school buses fueling 10
gge/night,
• 5–10 refuse vehicles fueling 20
gge/night, or
• 15–20 sedans/pickups fueling 7
gge/night**

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assumptions
One 40–75 scfm (19–24 gge/hr)
compressor
5–15 psi inlet gas pressure
16,250 scf storage (129 gge)
One single-hose metered dispenser
Included installation costs are estimated at
65% of equipment costs
One 20-50 scfm (10–24 gge/hr)
compressor
5–10 psi inlet gas pressure
10 dual-hose posts
One time-fill panel; 10-hour fueling
window
Included installation costs are estimated at
65% of equipment costs

*1 gge (gasoline gallon equivalent) = 126 scf (standard cubic feet)
**A time-fill station can accommodate more vehicles than hoses if the vehicles do not fuel every day.

Medium Station (500–800 gge*/day)
Type
Fast-Fill

Time-Fill

Cost Range
$700,000–
$900,000

$550,000–
$850,000

Example Applications
• Public retail station serving 50–80
light/medium-duty vehicles fueling 10
gge/day or
• Private fleet station serving 45–65
taxis fueling 12 gge/day

Private fleet station serving:
• 50–80 school buses fueling 10
gge/night,
• 25–40 refuse trucks fueling 20
gge/night, or
• 75–80 sedans/pick-ups fueling 7
gge/night**

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assumptions
One 180–300 scfm (86–143 gge/hr)
compressor
30 psi inlet gas pressure
34,000 scf storage (270 gge)
One dual-hose metered dispenser
Included installation costs are estimated at
65% of equipment costs
One 100–175 scfm (48–83 gge/hr)
compressor
30 psi inlet gas pressure
10–40 dual-hose posts
One time-fill panel; 10-hour fueling
window
Included installation costs are estimated at
65% of equipment costs

*1 gge (gasoline gallon equivalent) = 126 scf (standard cubic feet)
**A time-fill station can accommodate more vehicles than hoses if the vehicles do not fuel every day.
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Large Station (1,500–2,000 gge*/day)
Type
Fast-Fill

Cost Range
$1.2–$1.8
million

Example Applications
• Large retail station serving light- to
heavy-duty vehicles such as delivery
vans, work trucks, refuse trucks, class
8 tractors, and local fleets, or
• Airport station serving light- and
medium-duty vehicles such as taxis,
shuttle buses, and local fleets**

•
•
•
•
•

Assumptions
Two 300–400 scfm (143–190 gge/hr)
compressors
30 psi inlet gas pressure
55,000 scf storage (437 gge)
Two dual-hose metered dispensers
Included installation costs are estimated at
50% of equipment costs

*1 gge (gasoline gallon equivalent) = 126 scf (standard cubic feet)
**A time-fill station can accommodate more vehicles than hoses if the vehicles do not fuel every day.

Equipment Costs
Actual equipment costs vary based on equipment size, specifications, and manufacturer.
Equipment
Compressor
• 1–8 scfm
(1–4 gge/hr)
• 20–40 scfm
(10–19 gge/hr)
• 50–75 scfm
(24–36 gge/hr)
• 100–150 scfm (48–
71 gge/hr)
• 250–650 scfm
(119–310 gge/hr)
Dispenser

Cost Range
$4,000–$550,000
$4,000–$22,000
$50,000–$90,000
$80,000–$150,000

Description
The compressor takes inlet gas at low pressure and compresses it to
the pressure necessary for filling a vehicle to 3,600 psi. The
compressor’s horsepower (HP) rating and the inlet pressure (psi)
determine the flow rate, which is measured in standard cubic feet per
minute (scfm) or gasoline gallon equivalent per hour (gge/hr).
Compressors that offer similar flow rates vary in price based on their
horsepower rating and manufacturer.

$100,000–$250,000
$200,000–$550,000
$25,000–$60,000

Dual-hose
time-fill post

$4,000–$7,000

Storage tank

$70,000–$130,000

Card reader/fuel
management
system
Gas dryer

$10,000–$30,000
$10,000–$300,000

At fast-fill stations, drivers use a dispenser to quickly transfer CNG to
the vehicle tank. Dispensers vary in cost depending on the number of
hoses, fuel management system, and other features.
At time-fill stations, vehicles are connected to a simple fill post,
typically overnight. The tanks are filled as fuel is available, which
depends on the compressor flow rate and the number of vehicles.
Two vehicles can connect to a dual-hose time-fill post.
Once natural gas is compressed, it can be stored in tanks for later use.
The storage capacity and compressor size are balanced to ensure that
fuel is available within the necessary timeframe and the number of
times the compressor turns off and on is minimized.
Card readers allow the driver to access fuel using a fleet card or credit
card. A fuel management system is software that enables tracking of
driver and vehicle fueling habits.
A gas dryer removes moisture from the gas prior to compression,
which is a good practice for all CNG stations.
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This combination-fill station fuels 14 shuttle buses at the Richmond, Virginia, airport with 14 time-fill posts and
two fast-fill hoses. The fast-fill station is in the bottom left, and some of the time-fill posts are in the upper right.
Photo from Marathon Technical Services, NREL 30243

A shuttle bus fuels at a time-fill post at the Richmond Airport combination-fill CNG station. From left to right, the
equipment behind the fence is a silver gas dryer, two compressors enclosed in white boxes, electrical system,
and a generator at far right. Photo from Marathon Technical Services, NREL 30245

A shuttle bus fuels under a canopy at a fast-fill dispenser at the Richmond Airport combination-fill CNG station.
CNG storage vessels are located behind the fence. Photo from Marathon Technical Services, NREL 30244
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Additional Resources

For more information about CNG stations, visit the Alternative Fuels Data Center (AFDC) at
afdc.energy.gov/fuels/natural_gas_cng_stations.html. To learn more about the topics introduced
in this document, contact your local Clean Cities coalition. Coalition contact information can be
found at cleancities.energy.gov.
The Vehicle and Infrastructure Cash-Flow Evaluation (VICE) Model is available on the AFDC
at afdc.energy.gov/fuels/natural_gas_infrastructure.html. Using simple spreadsheet inputs, this
model helps fleets estimate the financial and emissions benefits they can expect to achieve by
transitioning to CNG. To use the VICE model, users input fleet-specific data, including number
of vehicles, vehicle types, fuel use, and planned vehicle-acquisition schedules. The tool then
provides numerical and graphical presentations of return on investment, payback period, and
annual greenhouse gas savings.
Questions or comments about the information in this document can be sent to
cleancities@nrel.gov.
Front Cover Picture Credits:
Trillium CNG, NREL 30247
Margaret Smith
Margaret Smith, NREL 28003
Marathon Technical Services, NREL 30342
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AUTOMATED TRAFFIC ENFORCEMENT
Background
In 2010, the City of Muscatine awarded the contract for our Automated Traffic
Enforcement (ATE) initiative to Gatso USA. Through accident data as well as
speed and red light violation surveys we decided that eight (8) approaches at five
intersections would receive the equipment. The system was set up to monitor red
light violations as well as speed violations at all five (5) intersections. The
intersections selected for the ATE equipment were:
Washington St at Park Ave (north and south approaches)
Cleveland St at Park Ave (north and south approaches)
Cedar St at Houser St (east and west approaches)
University Dr at US Hwy 61 (westbound approach)
Mulberry Ave at US Hwy 61 (westbound approach)
The ATE equipment was built and installed by Gatso USA at no cost to the City of
Muscatine. The City and Gatso USA worked closely with the Iowa Department of
Transportation to ensure that the entire construction and sign placements were
completed to their requirements. Winter weather delayed the construction process
during December and January. Each intersection has speed limit signs and red
light signs that clearly advise that photo enforcement equipment is used at those
intersections. In addition to those signs, the City elected to put up “traffic laws
photo enforced” signs on every corporate limit signs posts on roadways entering
Muscatine.
The camera/radar system detects violators and passes the violation information to a
Gatso employee who verifies that a violation appears to have occurred and then
they create a violation package that includes location information, violation
information and vehicle information. This event package is then sent to our
department for review. A police officer who has been trained on the system
reviews the data and determines if a violation of the city ordinance has actually
occurred and if the violation, location and vehicle information matches what is
viewed in the photos and video. If everything matches up and a violation has
actually occurred then the officer will issue a citation.
The ATE equipment not only detects and documents red light and speed violations
but also has other capabilities. The system can be set for license plate recognition

for Amber Alerts or other major crimes that occur close to these intersections. The
video that the system archives has been used multiple times as evidence in court
for citation issued due to traffic crashes in the area of the ATE equipment.
On March 11, 2011, the Automated Traffic Enforcement equipment was activated
at the intersection of Cedar St and Houser St. On March 18, 2011, the Automated
Traffic Enforcement equipment was activated at the intersections of US Hwy 61
and Mulberry Ave, US Hwy 61 and University Ave and Park Ave and Cleveland
St. Because of property questions and construction delays, the intersection of
Washington St and Park Ave wasn’t active until May 21, 2011. Each intersection
had a warning period of 30 days.
Since 2007, the Iowa State University Institute for Transportation’s Center for
Transportation Research and Education (CTRE) has conducted three research
studies related to Automated Traffic Enforcement. These three studies have been
funded by the Iowa Department of Transportation. Late in 2013, the CTRE
released the latest study that supported the use of Automated Traffic Enforcement.
This study, “Improving Traffic Safety Culture in Iowa – Phase 2” was a survey of
the attitudes and opinions of the citizens of Iowa. The survey found that 55-56.4
% of those surveyed supported the use of ATE equipment for speed
enforcement and that 70% supported the use for red light detection and
ticketing.
The recommendations from this study were to “pursue increase in automated
enforcement to reduce speeding related crashes and other aggressive behaviors,
such as red light running.” These recommendations mirror the research from 2010
and 2007.
In 2014 we saw the Director of the Iowa Department of Transportation’s “Primary
Highway System Automated Traffic Enforcement Guidelines” became an
administrative rule even though there isn’t a state law to correspond to these rules.
In March 2015 Steve Gent, the Director of Traffic and Safety told the City of
Muscatine that we must remove the camera system at the westbound approach at
US Hwy 61 and University. He stated that the camera was within 1000 feet of a
speed change, crashes had stayed the same or risen slightly and that there were a
high number of speed cites issued from this approach. The City of Muscatine
appealed this opinion based on a number of factors.

1.

2.
3.

The IDOT engineered this approach and signage placement and went so far
as to install the signs where they said they need to be. We requested the
IDOT to move the signs to the 1000 ft mark on numerous occasions.
The idea that speed enforcement could not be conducted within 1000 feet of
a speed change goes directly against current state law.
The ATE system at this approach was installed for speed enforcement.
Crashes weren’t a factor in this decision. This is a portal to a major business
district in the city and, as such, the reckless habits of speeders created a
major hazard to the business, their employees and their consumers.

Working within the “rules” the IDOT created, the decision of Director Gent was
appealed. This appeal went to the IDOT Director. The Director agreed with his
coworker and upheld the recommendation that we remove this approach.
The City of Muscatine and a number of other cities in Iowa filed suit against the
Iowa DOT in June of 2015. These rules and the Directors request are on hold until
the outcome of this suit.

Current Statistics
2015 was the fourth full calendar year with all of the intersections active and
recording violations. During 2015 there were a total of 14,447 citations issued.
2823 citations were issued for red light violations and 11624 citations were issued
for speed violations. Comparing this data to the violations issued in 2014, there
was a 5% (771) increase in citations issued for calendar year 2015.

There were two significant events this year in reference to the ATE program. In
May of this year we had the highly publicized report from IDORT along with the
rejection of our appeal by IDOT Director Trombino and also the opening of the
stretch of Cedar st that had been closed for a year.
As stated earlier, in the middle of May 2015 Director Trombino rejected our appeal
of is coworker’s decision that the ATE system at US 61 and University Ave was
ineffective and illegal. The motoring public took to that like flies to fly paper.
Almost every correspondence we received from violators and non-appearance
administrative review documents we received stated either that the ATE systems as
a whole were illegal or that we couldn’t enforce the speed limit at that particular
intersection. We quickly explained to these people that we appealed the DOT rules
decision and that we could enforce the violations. This belief has slowly subsided
over time.
In 2014 we saw only 266 violations at Cedar/Houser approaches. This past year
we had an increase to 892 which is similar to the amount of violations we had at
these two approaches in 2013. 2015 also saw increases in violations at the other
approaches (6-20%) with the exception of US 61/University which saw a 5%
decrease in violations.
Since 2011 we have seen a reduction in crashes each year at each intersection
where ATE equipment is operating. The chart below lists crashes since 2010 at the
intersections where ATE equipment is installed.

Year
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Total
34
28
26
19
25
19

PI
9
9
6
4
2
2

PD
25
19
20
15
23
17

For calendar year 2015 we saw a reduction in the crash rate of 34% from 2014.
The injury crashes remained very low with only 2 PI crashes at these intersections!
Are the traffic cameras having any effect on the driving habits of area drivers?
After looking at the statistics for citations and crashes for the time the ATE
systems have been installed and running we believe they are. Comparing the year
prior to the implementation (2010) to this year, there has been a 44% reduction in
crashes at these intersections with a 78% reduction in personal injury crashes!
Even though we saw an increase in violations this year we are still had 27% fewer
violations this year than occurred the first year of this program. Also, the ATE
systems were not activated for the full year in 2011.

Annual Stats
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Univsity/61
PI
PD
1
4
1
1
1
1

4
3
5
4
4
3

Mulberry/61
PI
PD
4
3
4
1
0
0

6
7
4
3
3
4

University Dr at US Hwy 61
RL
Speed
Violations Violations
Issued
Issued

Year

Crash
Types

2009

5

PI - 1
PD - 4

NA

NA

2010

5

PI - 1
PD - 4

NA

NA

2011

7

PI - 4
PD - 3

83

12851
8 month period

2012

6

PI - 1
PD - 5

126

8992

2013

5

PI - 1
PD - 4

102

7638

2014

5

PI - 1
PD - 4

124

8018

2015

4

PI - 1
PD - 3

148

7554

Mulberry Ave at US Hwy 61

Year

Crash
Types

8
1
5
1
6
2

March 18, 2011

Number of
Crashes

Number of
Crashes

Cedar/Houser
PI
PD
1
1
0
0
0
0

March 18, 2011
RL
Speed
Violations Violations
Issued
Issued

Clevelan
PI
2
0
0
2
0
0

2009

5

PI - 0
PD - 5

NA

NA

2010

10

PI - 4
PD - 6

NA

NA

2011

10

PI - 3
PD - 7

214

2600
8 month period

2012

8

PI - 4
PD - 4

192

1551

2013

4

PI - 1
PD - 3

227

868

2015

4

PI - 0
PD - 4

239

1332

Cleveland and Park Ave (Business Hwy 61)

March 18, 2011

RL
Speed
Violations Violations
Issued
Issued

Year

Number of
Crashes

Crash
Types

2009

8

PI - 1
PD - 7

NA

NA

2010

5

PI - 2
PD - 3

NA

NA

2011

6

PI - 0
PD - 6

812

1904
8 month period

2012

4

PI - 0
PD - 4

1102

1709

2013

5

PI - 2
PD - 3

824

1582

2014

8

PI - 0
PD - 8

994

1872

2015

2

PI - 0
PD - 2

971

2086

Washington and Park Ave (Business Hwy 61)

Year

Number of
Crashes

Crash
Types

RL
Speed
Violations Violations
Issued
Issued

May 12, 2011

2009

10

PI - 4
PD - 6

NA

NA

2010

5

PI - 1
PD - 4

NA

NA

2011

3

PI - 1
PD - 2

305

336
7 month period

2012

3

PI - 1
PD - 2

763

422

2013

4

PI - 0
PD - 4

681

589

2014

3

PI - 1
PD - 2

723

425

2015

7

PI - 1
PD - 6

710

511

Cedar St at Houser St

March 11, 2011
RL
Speed
Violations Violations
Issued
Issued

Year

Number of
Crashes

Crash
Types

2009

6

PI - 2
PD - 4

NA

NA

2010

9

PI - 1
PD - 8

NA

NA

2011

2

PI - 1
PD - 1

513

131
8 month period

2012

5

PI - 0
PD - 5

493

112

2013

1

PI - 0
PD - 1

713

145

2014

6

PI - 0
PD - 6

231

35

2015

2

PI - 0
PD - 2

799

93

nd/Park
PD
3
6
4
3
8
2

Washington/Park
PI
PD
1
4
1
2
1
2
0
4
1
2
1
6
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Speed cameras yield long-term safety benefits, IIHS study shows

NASHVILLE, Tenn. — A speed-camera program in a large community near Washington, D.C., has led to long-term
changes in driver behavior and substantial reductions in deaths and injuries, a study by the Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety shows.
"We hope this research will help energize the discussion around speed," says IIHS President Adrian Lund, who will
present the findings Tuesday at the annual meeting of the Governors Highway Safety Association in Nashville.
"We're all accustomed to seeing posted limits ignored, but it's a mistake to think nothing can be done about it.
Automated enforcement is one of the tools we have at our disposal."
Automated speed enforcement is gradually becoming more common around the country but remains relatively rare,
with only 138 jurisdictions operating such programs as of last month. If all U.S. communities had speed-camera
programs like the one IIHS studied in Maryland's Montgomery County, more than 21,000 fatal or incapacitating
injuries would have been prevented in 2013.
Speed cameras were introduced in Montgomery County in 2007. As of 2014, the county had 56 fixed cameras, 30
portable cameras and 6 mobile speed vans. The cameras are used on residential streets with speed limits of 35
mph or less and in school zones.
IIHS originally looked at the Montgomery County program during its first year. Six months into the program, the
proportion of drivers traveling at least 10 miles over the speed limit had fallen on streets with cameras.
Seven years later, the program is still working. Cameras have reduced by 59 percent the likelihood of a driver
exceeding the speed limit by more than 10 mph, compared with similar roads in two nearby Virginia counties that
don't have speed cameras, the latest study found.
The researchers also looked at crashes on camera-eligible roads in Montgomery County, relative to comparison
roads in Virginia. They found that the camera program resulted in a 19 percent reduction in the likelihood that a
crash would involve a fatality or an incapacitating injury, as reported by a police oﬃcer on the scene.

"Speed cameras get drivers to ease oﬀ the accelerator, and crashes are less likely to be deadly at lower speeds,"
Lund says. "This study connects the dots to show that speed cameras save lives."

Speed-camera corridors
Although cameras alone are eﬀective, Montgomery County recently found a way to deploy them so that they have a
bigger impact.
In 2012, the county introduced speed-camera corridors. With corridors, enforcement is focused on long segments
of roads instead of specific locations. The cameras are regularly moved to diﬀerent locations on those roads so
drivers don't become familiar with their exact locations.

With speed camera corridors, cameras are moved to diﬀerent locations on a road segment. Deploying cameras
this way leads to even bigger safety gains, the study found.

The corridor approach led to further safety gains, reducing the likelihood of a crash involving fatal or incapacitating
injury an additional 30 percent beyond the use of cameras alone, the researchers found.
"Speed-camera corridors force drivers to watch their speed for the length of the road, instead of slamming on the
brakes at a specific location and then speeding up again," says Anne McCartt, the Institute's senior vice president
for research and a co-author of the study.
Overall, the county's camera program in its current form — including the use of corridors and a minor enforcement
change that took eﬀect in 2009 — reduces fatal or incapacitating injuries by 39 percent on residential roads with
speed limits of 25-35 mph, the researchers found. The estimate of 21,000 fatal or incapacitating injuries that
cameras could prevent nationwide is based on that reduction.
The total benefit would likely be even greater because that number doesn't include any spillover eﬀect. Drivers in
Montgomery County seem to have slowed down even on roads that aren't eligible for automated enforcement. The
researchers found that fatal or incapacitating injuries fell 27 percent on 40 mph roads as a result of the camera
program on roads with limits of 35 mph or less.
"The IIHS evaluation of our Safe Speed program validates the fact that a well-managed program that properly
deploys its speed cameras can eﬀectively change behavior and reduce the likelihood of collisions," says Capt. Tom
Didone, director of the Montgomery County Police Department’s traﬃc division. "Law enforcement programs across
the nation will greatly benefit from this report."

Public awareness of cameras

Cameras succeed in changing behavior only if drivers know about them. In Montgomery County, 95 percent of
drivers surveyed were aware of them. More than three-quarters said they had reduced their speed because of the
program, and 59 percent had received a speed-camera ticket personally.
Automated enforcement can be controversial, and some communities have rolled back programs because of a
backlash. However, 62 percent of drivers surveyed in Montgomery County said they favored speed cameras on
residential streets. That means there are supporters even among those who have been ticketed.

More information
Eﬀects of automated speed enforcement in Montgomery County, Maryland, on vehicle speeds, public opinion,
and crashes
Research paper

High-risk drivers
Presentation by IIHS President Adrian Lund at GHSA annual meeting, Sept. 1, 2015

More on speed

Media contact
Russ Rader
Senior Vice President, Communications
rrader@iihs.org

oﬃce +1 703 247 1530
mobile +1 202 257 3591
For more information, visit our press room.
The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety is an independent, nonprofit scientific and educational organization
dedicated to reducing the losses — deaths, injuries and property damage — from crashes on the nation's roads.
The Highway Loss Data Institute shares and supports this mission through scientific studies of insurance data
representing the human and economic losses resulting from the ownership and operation of diﬀerent types of vehicles
and by publishing insurance loss results by vehicle make and model.
Both organizations are wholly supported by auto insurers.
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Muscatine Parks and Recreation
263‐0241
February 26, 2016
NEWS RELEASE
Muscatine Municipal Golf Course 2016 season passes will be for sale at the Muscatine
Municipal Golf Course starting on Tuesday, March 1st, 2016. Season pass rates can be
found at www.muscatineiowa.gov. Payment plans are available during the months of
March, April and May.
Incentive cards are available with season passes that are purchased prior to April 1st.
This year’s incentive card is good for two range tokens, two 18‐hole cart rentals, one 15
minute golf lesson, and two 15 minute sessions on the TruGolf Simulator. Incentive
cards are not available with the payment plan.
This year we are offering a “refer a friend” special for 2015 and 2016 season pass
holders. If you were a season pass holder last year or are purchasing a season pass this
year, and you refer a new pass holder for the 2016 season that did not have a 2015
season pass, you are eligible to receive a $50 gift card for the Muscatine Municipal Golf
Course ($25 for Junior Pass referrals).
If you have any questions, please call the Muscatine Municipal Golf Course at 563‐263‐
4735.

The Muscatine Parks and Recreation Department
563-263-0241
March 1, 2016

Press Release
The Muscatine Parks and Recreation Department would like to invite any group, organization,
association, or team that would like to be included on the Kent Stein Park 2016 Master Schedule
to please contact the Muscatine Parks and Recreation Department at 563-263-0241 or mail to:
Muscatine Parks and Recreation Department, City Hall, 215 Sycamore Street, Muscatine, Iowa
52761 or email at parksoffice@muscatineiowa.gov. Master schedule requests should be
submitted by Friday, March 11, 2016 at 5:00 p.m.

Director’s Report
Prepared and compiled by Ky Cochran
on Monday, Feb. 29, 2016

FEBRUARY BY THE NUMBERS
Website
Visitors: 982 visits and 891 unique visitors/12,735 visits FYTD (14,263 total last fiscal year)
Pageviews: 1,978 pageviews & 1,646 unique pageviews/ 27,950 pageviews & 22,119 unique pageviews
FYTD (40,854 pageviews & 30,790 unique pageviews total last fiscal year)
Avg. duration: 1 min. 48 seconds
Bounced: 63% (left site after one page)
Top referrer s: 625 from search engines, 251 direct entry, 102 other websites, 4 campaigns
Events submitted: 0

Email marketing
eNewsletter (monthly + special editions): 1 email/ 106 opens/ 302 sent
Lodging Specials (bi‐weekly): 0 emails
Sign‐ups: 7

Social media
Facebook likes: 17 new (1,179 total).
Twitter followers: 4 new (486 total).
Instagram followers: 3 new (171 total).

Blog
Posts: 1 (6 FYTD)
Views: 296 (766 FYTD)
Visitors: 105 (203 FYTD)

Visitors and Dining and Lodging guides
VG Distributed: 22/5,331 FYTD (4,642 remaining).
DLG Distributed: 7/2,548 FYTD (2,452 remaining).
Online VG requests: 7/?FYTD

Groups
Tours: 0 //5 FYTD





July 27 — Iowa 150 Reunion Tour (bike tour from Iowa City to DC) . 50 people.
Sept. 17 – Military Veteran reunion tour stops in Muscatine. 40 people.
Oct. 21 – Gary Block Tour group. Max of 28 rooms. – OVERNIGHT STOP
Feb. 23‐26 – China Broadcasting Chinese Orchestra

Group Schedule:


July 29 – RAGBRAI

NOTEABLES


January STR report.

UPCOMING EVENTS (SEE WEBSITE FOR COMPLETE LIST)




Girls Getaway Weekend – April 2
Pearl City Picnic – May 14
Second Saturday – May 14 (perhaps June 11 instead)

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT
Please run this public service announcement as often as possible from the time of receipt
through March 15, 2016. Thank you for your help in getting the word out.

MUSCATINE GREENWOOD CEMETERY
SPRING CLEAN-UP
All grave decorations must be removed from
Greenwood Cemetery by March 15, 2016.
Remaining grave decorations will be removed and discarded by
Cemetery Staff after that date.
This includes, but is not limited to: wreaths, silk flowers, grave blankets,
wooden crosses, toys, cobblestones and potted plants.
Undecorated metal shepherd’s hooks and
Remembrance Vigil Candles and Solar Lights will not be removed.
New grave decorations may be brought in after April 1st.
No more than two decorations per grave.
Any questions, please call (563) 263-7051.
Email greenwood@muscatineiowa.gov

Outside Marketing Plan 2016
Target Audiences:
We plan to heavily market our event to several target areas in the immediate region:
Quad Cities

Iowa City/Cedar Rapids

Des Moines

Burlington

Dubuque

Galesburg, IL

Our analytics (website hits and newsletter signups) have also shown major interest in our event in areas
further away. We plan to moderately market our event in the following areas that have shown
significant interest:
Chicago, IL

Rockford, IL

Madison, WI

Our strategies include:
Social Media Ads targeted to specific geographic areas: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram.
Print Ads: Minor publications and magazines, possibly major newspapers.
Radio Ads: Targeting potential participants in Quad Cities and Iowa City areas.

Timeline for Advertising:
Call for Entries/General Awareness – February‐April
Call for Spectators – April‐June
Focused effort call for spectators – Mid May‐Late June

Anticipated outside marketing budget:
$1,700 ‐$2,000

The Muscatine Parks and Recreation Department
563-263-0241
July 8, 2015

Press Release
The Muscatine Parks and Recreation Department is currently taking reservations for the
following facilities: Pearl City Station, Riverview Center, and shelters throughout the city park
system. Reservations are made on a first come, first serve basis and can be made one day less
than a year in advance. We are also taking pool party and multi-purpose room reservations for
the 2016 season at the Muscatine Aquatic Center. For fee structures and to make a reservation,
please contact the Muscatine Parks and Recreation Department at 563-263-0241.

